
T-STOPPER COLLECT ION
UNIBLOCK™



Eight lines of T-stopper closures offer “ready-to-use” solutions  

without giving up infinite customisation possibilities for small runs  

and for producing large numbers requiring quality solutions.  

The wider range of sizes, shapes, materials, colours, finishes  

and options of cork for the shank (natural, micro-agglomerate, synthetic)  

are immediately available in every part of the world, thanks to  

the commercial presence of Guala Closures Group in over 100 countries. 

T-STOPPER
COLLECT ION
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NATURAL CORKS: 

Top quality natural corks  

available in different washes

SYNTHETIC CORKS: 

Injected synthetic stoppers  

available in a wide range of 

compounds, sizes and colours

AGGLOMERATED CORKS: 

High quality micro-agglomerated  

technical corks

Guala Closures’ T-stoppers collection offers wide-ranging possibilities  

for customization starting with the choice of cork for the shank.

Be it traditional natural cork, up to the most modern options of technological  

micro-agglomerate or synthetic corks, Guala Closures can provide its customers  

with the best solutions to preserve the quality of their products. 

CORK SHANK
OPT IONS
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The mono-material line that combines simplicity and convenience  

with wide-ranging customisation needs, offering infinite colour options,  

finishes and insertion of logos on both the top and the shank. 

CORK: 

.   Synthetic cork available in different colors and shapes.   Air vent groove .   Debossed logo on the shank

TOP: 

.   Top/side embossing or debossing.   Top tampo-printing.   Top hot-foiling 

Customization
UNIBLOCK™ T-STOPPERS
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CORK: 

.   Synthetic cork available in different colors and shapes.   Air vent groove .   Debossed logo on the shank

TOP: 

.   Glossy/matt finish.   Metallization, aged or crackle effects.   Top/side embossing or debossing.   Top/side silk-screen printing or hot-foiling.   Additions of weight to give extra substance to the closure

Customization

The elegance and brightness of aluminium in the widest range of colours,  

finishes and processing techniques, to create exclusive visual and tactile experiences  

and enhance the personality and prestige of the brand.

ALUBLOCK™ T-STOPPERS
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The traditional closure, renewed and infused with a contemporary twist  

thanks to the ductility and extraordinary customisation possibilities of plastic.

The evolution of colours and shapes to create new modes of classicism and modernity.

PL AST IC  T-STOPPERS

CORK: 

.   Natural, micro-agglomerate or synthetic cork  
     the latter available in different colours and shapes.   Printed logo available on natural cork .   Air vent groove .   Debossed logo on the shank

TOP: 

.   Top/side tampo-printing.   Metallization or spray painting.   Top/side embossing or debossing.   Top/side silk-screen or hot-foiling printing

Customization
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CORK: 

.   Natural, micro-agglomerate.   Printed logo available on natural cork

TOP: 

.   Top embossing or debossing.   Top tampo-printing or hot-foiling

Customization

Personalise and protect your brand with this ingenious T-stopper solution. 

HALO® stoppers are the ultimate combination of consumer engagement and design.  

The subtle pop of colour not only works as tamper evidence, but is also  

a great design element which really resonates with your brand.

HALO® T-STOPPERS
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Screw-on T-stoppers are a revolutionary solution: the perfect partnership of technology  

and tradition, combining the security of a screw thread with the premium feel of a cork. 

Eliminating cork rise at elevated temperatures, screw-on T-stoppers provide  

brand integrity and peace of mind.

CORK: 

.   Natural, micro-agglomerate or synthetic cork,  
      the latter available in different colours and shapes.   Printed logo available on natural cork.   Air vent groove on synthetic cork.   Debossed logo on the shank

TOP: 

.   Top tampo-printing.   Metallization or spray painting.   Top embossing or debossing.   Top hot-foiling 

Customization

SCRE W-ON T-STOPPERS
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The warm naturalness of wood enhanced by refined and elegant finishes  

and choice of the most precious essences, to enrich the differing nuances and grain  

of the material, giving life to truely unique pieces. 

WOODEN T-STOPPERS
All the wood used  
for the production  
of our T-stoppers  
is FSC certified

CORK: 

.   Natural, micro-agglomerate or synthetic cork,  
      the latter available in different colours and shapes.   Printed logo available on natural cork.   Air vent groove .   Debossed logo on the shank

TOP: 

.   Different shapes and types of wood  
      available (beech, ash, oak, etc.).   Natural or varnished wood .   Glossy or matt finish.   Top/side laser etching.   Top/side silk-screen or hot-foiling printing

Customization
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Gravitas T-stoppers are made an exclusive material that offers infinite finishing possibilities  

- from natural colours to metallisation - bringing together the versatility of plastic  

and the luxury feel of metal, to give “weight” and brightness to the closure,  

offering new tactile and visual experiences. 

GR AV ITAS® T-STOPPERS

CORK: 

.   Natural, micro-agglomerate or synthetic cork,  
      the latter available in different colours and shapes.   Printed logo available on natural cork.   Air vent groove .   Debossed logo on the shank

TOP: 

.   Different shapes and densities available,
      to customize the weight of the closure.   Aged metal effects or glossy/matte metallization.   Top and/or side embossing or debossing 

Customization
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A range of sustainable T-stoppers designed and created with a single focus:

protecting the environment, preserving natural resources and reducing production waste.

Following introduction of Guala Closures R&D eco-design guidelines, each closure  

meets at least one of the 4 design-to models: design to revive, design to change,  

design to reduce, design to fade. 
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A wide range of T-stopper solutions with an increased focus on  

the selection of the most advanced alternative sustainable materials.

SUSTA INABLE
T-STOPPERS

CORK: 

.   Natural, micro-agglomerate or synthetic cork,  
      the latter available in different colours and shapes.   Printed logo available on natural cork.   Air vent groove on synthetic cork .   Debossed logo on the shank on synthetic cork

TOP: 

.   Recycled ABS polymer.   Polymer filled with leftover vegetable fibres  
      (agave, coffee beans, etc.).   Polymer filled with wooden dust from  
      our internal wood carving process.   Sustainable version of our Gravitas® luxury heavy polymer

Customization

All the wood used  
for the production  
of our T-stoppers  
is FSC certified
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From an exclusive partnership with Oceanworks®,  

a range of T-stoppers made of ocean-bound plastics  

collected from coastal ecosystems.

OCE ANWORKS ®

T-STOPPERS

CORK: 

.   Natural, micro-agglomerate or synthetic cork,  
      the latter available in different colours and shapes.   Printed logo available on natural cork.   Air vent groove on synthetic cork.   Debossed logo on the shank on synthetic cork

TOP: 

.   Different shapes, sizes and colours available.   Glossy or matt metallization and spray painting.   Top/side embossing or debossing decorations

Customization
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R&D centres R&D centre for innovation technologies

Luxembourg - FoetzItaly - Spinetta Marengo

Bulgaria - Kazanlak

Mexico - San José Iturbide 

Uk - Kirkintilloch

Ukraine - Sumy

Production sites Sales offices

For more information on any of our T-stopper solution,  

or to study a specific solution for your needs,

please visit 

www.luxury-gualaclosures.com 

or email us at 

luxury@gualaclosures.com

Global footprint, local touch

R&D centresProduction sites Sales offices

Global footprint, local touch

R&D centresProduction sites Sales offices

GLOBAL FOOTPRINT, LOCAL TOUCH 
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www.luxury-gualaclosures.com




